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The Debate

UNHRC

ECOSOC

Economic and Social Council

United Nations Human Rights Council

A poor world,
rich debate

Awards Galore
Best Delegate
Albania
High Commendation
USA and Pakistan
Special Mention

In a world grappling with poverty, an enriching
debate on ways to improve the life of the poor
comes as the ray of hope we all seek

Russia, Germany, India,
Egypt & Brazil

Awards Galore
Best Delegate
India
High Commendation
Germany and USA
Special Mention
Iraq and Guatemala
Position Paper
Germany
Air Marshall Ramesh
Rai, VM(Retd)
Guest Speaker

Of debates &
discussions...
Whosoever said that all is fair in war perhaps
did not think of the young children who suffer
in the times of conflict; glad this committee did
AGENDA

EXECUTIVE BOARD

Eradicating poverty in all its forms
through promoting opportunities
and related challenges

Chairperson: Siddharth Kapoor
Vice-Chairperson: Sidhant Kapoor
Rapporteur: Abhilash Chandra

went on to point out how refugees could be an asset
to a nation’s economy.
Soon came the time to direct the committee to a
s the wooden doors were flung open, ele- conclusion, wherein the delegates unanimously
gantly dressed teenagers walked in with a opted for the formulation of a draft resolution (DR).
mission to change the world, firm in their Then came what destiny had long been waiting
belief that words are mightier than the sword.
for—two blocs, competing furiously with each
The committee set off for a conference which other armed with their respective draft resolutions.
proved to be a journey of learning. In the first mod- Alliances held together loyally; the hall was radierated caucus, root causes of poverty and the
ating energy. What followed was momentous
factors affecting the same were discussed at
deliberation accompanied by clever cross-queslength. The motion saw delegates touching
tioning. Smart points of informaupon various causes of poverty as
tion shared by the Delegate of
al
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overpopulation, corruption and unIndia were the 'cherry on top' of
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“Forg aking word delegate
passion towards those affected by
her
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t lent , as yet anot roviding
this raging issue could be felt as
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d him
Delegate of Czech republic went on
thanke ognisation’.
‘rec
to state, 'Poverty is like a punishment
for a crime you did not commit'. Intensive debate on factors affecting
the fantastic proceedings.
paucity, with special emphasis on the
The three day conference was filled
 Incredibly intense
vicious cycle of dearth and defiwith aggressive and factual debate,
unmoderated caucuses,
ciency followed.
and the committee ended as the first
wherein delegates crossed
Day two of the committee saw some
DR, comprising recommendations
all limits to gain supremacy,
equally serious debating that teed off
on eradication of poverty, was
be it screaming at the top
with the establishment of the General
passed with a whopping majority.
of their voices or standing
Speaker’s list. Delegate of Pakistan
on the chairs.
Point of entertainment
pointed out the unfair consequences

The
applause
celebrating
On
heavy demand, the POE found
of globalisation on the less developed
the
passing
of
Draft
its
way
to the floor! Hidden feelings
countries. He also highlighted the unResolution
1.0
with
a
came
to
the fore in an anonymous
just and exploitative nature of the
whopping
majority
was
chit
session.
It saw everything from
most favoured nation policy. Soon,
surely
something
that
could
compliments,
leaving some redthe debate steered towards ‘Role of
not
be
missed.
cheeked,
to
critical
remarks, which
refugee crisis in causing poverty’ in a
G
T
are
best
left
unsaid.
moderated caucus. Several delegates
Khushi Saxena, AIS Noida, X &
Nandini Sukhija, AIS Mayur Vihar, XI
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Chairperson: Rohan Singh
Vice-Chairperson: Karan Pawani
Rapporteur: Ayush Jha

Promoting and protecting the
rights of children during armed
conflicts

form blocs and alliances, one thing was certain, the
room was full of future diplomats ready to do anything to make the world a better place. Thereafter,
ach day of the 'Human Rights Council' ad- the committee entirely focused on the making of the
vanced with a pace impossible to match. The draft resolution.
committee kickstarted on a rather enriching The final day was dedicated solely to debate on the
note with guest speaker Air Marshall Ramesh Rai resolution that was drafted. The draft resolution was
addressing the delegates on the plight of children taken up clause by clause and discussed, to which
in the times of armed conflict. This was followed blazing points of information were added and
by a brief introduction of the agenda, and the
amendments were submitted.
establishment of the GSL. Things steadily got
The dramatic conference came to an end with the
heated up as conventions upon conventions,
EB not only giving the delegates
laws upon laws, and allegations upon
s, a constructive feedback, but
e
t
u
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al dis
allegations served to prove the depth
also sharing their own MUN
ritori rbarity,
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ba rality
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of the agenda and how damp the
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reality of such children was. Day
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one for the committee was laud. An
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able indeed, for hundred percent
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that m o r r o w
participation was recorded in both
to
the moderated caucuses.
As the committee ventured into day
experiences, which lightened
two of the proceedings, it stood witup the intense environment. The
 Air Marshall Ramesh
ness to enthusiastic and well incommittee concluded with the ExRai VM (Retd) spoke at
formed delegates in both moderated
ecutive Board lauding the delegates
length about the
as well as unmoderated caucuses.
for their thorough research and facInternational Humanitarian
The moderated caucuses emphasised
tual debating. Here’s hoping that
Law and the need to uphold
on elaborating the agenda and counthis is the beginning of a better futhe same even in the times
tering the loopholes in the legal
ture.
of war and conflict.
frameworks. The first moderated cau The Delegate of India
Point of entertainment
cus was filled with fiery allegations
surely
won
hearts
when
he
All
present in the committee were
as the delegates accused each other of
offered
his
hotspot
to
the
given
a chance to unleash their fuhaving fragile laws leading to
whole
committee,
just
to
ries
and
emotions, sending confesheinous crimes like rapes, murders
quicken
the
process
of
sions
via
chits to the Executive
and sexual violence against children,
documentation.
Board,
which
were later read out to
which were met with snarky deG T
the
committee.
fenses. As the delegates lobbied to
Vidhi Vivek, AIS Noida, IX &
Sanjana Jain, AIS PV, XI
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